


 

Our Mission & Our Vision

Conservation at our Core

Cheetah population figures are showing alarmingly dwindling numbers. Ashia is dedicated to fighting for 

the future survival of the cheetah through the release of captive-born cheetah into the protected wild 

of game reserves, as well as focusing on education and research which involves linking conservation  

and human welfare. 

To this end, we strive to

• Actively participate and financially support the release of endangered species, especially cheetah, 

           into the protected wild through our successful Cheetah Breeding, Wilding and Release Program set 

           up in August 2018.

• Finance advanced knowledge about cheetah’s health, fertility and genetics through scientifically 

           based research studies. 

• Provide a facility for captive-raised cheetah earmarked for release and a safe sanctuary for retired 

           animals or those in need of special care.

• Provide local and international volunteers with an unforgettable opportunity to work with cheetahs, 

           contribute to the conservation of this precious species, and promote the conservation of the cheetah 

           in their own communities.

• Raise awareness for South African wildlife by educating adolescents, especially those from 

           underprivileged and marginalised communities in South Africa.  

• Provide financial support for training adolescents, as well as scholarships for South African students, 

           in the field of conservation and animal healthcare.

Where does the money go?

All surplus funds generated by the Ashia Sanctuary - including hospitality, shop, café and farm operations 

- are solely used to support our NPC, Ashia Cheetah Conservation (ACC), which manages the Cheetah 

Breeding, Wilding and Release Program.



Conservation at our Core



Ashia is a Fair Trade Tourism accredited, 

world-class cheetah sanctuary and awareness 

centre outside Paarl in South Africa’s Western 

Cape, a mere 45 minute drive from Cape Town. 

An African name meaning ‘life and hope’, 

Ashia lies nestled at the foot of the dramatic 

Drakenstein mountains, providing the perfect 

setting for the sanctuary’s conservation,  

education and research programs.

Founded to help prevent the further decline of the cheetah population, 

the sanctuary’s primary conservation initiatives entail the release 

of captive-born and raised cheetah into the protected wild of game 

reserves. This is financed and managed by our conservation arm, 

Ashia Cheetah Conservation (ACC), a registered non-profit company. 

 

Ashia also offers the opportunity to contribute in aiding conservation 

initiatives through our volunteer programs, working holidays and 

research/ internship programs. 

Luxurious accommodation offers guests the opportunity to experience 

the sanctuary at a more leisurely pace, photograph a cheetah run or 

get a glance behind the scenes and learn more about our conservation 

work through a half or full day of volunteering. Guests and day visitors 

alike can refresh and eat at the Café with its sweeping views over the 

Drakenstein mountains, browse through the extensive gift selection 

at our Boutique Shop, explore the inherent natural, landscaped 

beauty and diversity of the sanctuary on foot. 





Cheetah Fact Sheet

The vulnerable cheetah is built for speed

The makeup of the cheetah is simply mind blowing! Cheetahs are the fastest land 

mammal, reaching speeds of between 110-120km/h / (60-70mph) and accelerating 

from 0-80km/h in just 3 seconds.

The cheetah has amazing eyesight

Cheetahs can see up to 5km in detail. Cheetahs have tear marks; black lines from 

their eyes to their mouth. The black hairs absorb light from the sun and allow them 

to run straight into the sun and still be able to see, a big advantage for these 

day-time hunters.

How many spots does a cheetah have? 

Cheetah have approximately 2,000 spots on their body. The cheetah’s coat markings 

consist of separated, clear, single and solid black spots.  Cheetah cubs are born with 

all their spots, which makes them appear dark in colour. They also have a tuft of woolly 

hair (a mantle) running down their backs. This silvery mantle and dark fur is thought to 

camouflage cubs in grass, concealing them from other predators.

Do cheetahs roar? 

Unlike other big cats, cheetahs cannot roar. However, cheetahs can purr on both inhale 

and exhale - like domestic cats! In fact, they share the ability of a continuous purring 

sound with bobcats, cougars, lynxes and ocelots. 

What is threatening the cheetah?

Cheetahs are classified as Vulnerable on the IUCN Red list, mainly due to loss of 

habitat and human-wildlife conflict but also poaching, trophy hunting, road kills and 

illegal pet trade. One of the biggest threats however is the limitation of natural gene 

flow resulting in inbreeding, as today cheetahs mainly exist in isolated pockets of 

land, cut off by fences, roads, farmland and human settlements.





Ashia’s Breeding, 
Wilding & Release Program 

Ashia started its Breeding, Wilding and Release Program in August 2018 at Kuzuko Lodge, 
a 15,000 ha private game reserve in the greater Addo area, Eastern Cape. 

Just over a year into the project, five adult cheetahs had been successfully wilded and four sub-adult cheetahs, all born and 

raised in human care, had entered the program on Kuzuko. Two females had given birth in the breeding section, their cubs 

earmarked for final release on game reserves by mid 2020. Three of the adult cheetah had been, or were in the process of being, 

translocated from the wilding sections to their final release destinations on pre-selected game reserves within the South African 

Cheetah Metapopulation, advised by the Endangered Wildlife Trust (EWT). 

Ashia will continuously wild and release captive-raised cheetahs onto pre-selected game reserves as identified, inspected 

and approved by Ashia’s management. Whenever a cat is ready to leave the wilding program for final release, the available 

space in the wilding sections at Kuzuko is immediately used to prepare the next generation for their walk on the wild 

side - and the cycle begins again. 

The Breeding, Wilding and Release Program is financed and managed by our NPC Ashia Cheetah Conservation (ACC), which is 

primarily funded by the founders of Ashia.





Day Visitors at 
the Sanctuary

Activities and Experiences

Please note that  Ashia has a strict no-touch policy and no 

children under 16 years are allowed around any animal areas.

Ashia provides the opportunity to ‘meet a cheetah’ from 

within a safe controlled area, allowing  the chance to hear 

their unique purr, take once-in-a-lifetime photographs and 

enjoy an educational talk by one of our animal carers.  

Weekly as well as private Cheetah Runs allow you to 

watch and photograph the world’s fastest land mammal. 

Enjoy a Sanctuary Tour along the spacious, nature-imitating 

homes of our cheetahs, servals and leopards, join an 

eye-opening half day  ‘Behind the Scenes’ experience or 

Volunteer for a Day with us. Be part of one of these sessions! 

Refresh and eat at the Café with its sweeping views over the 

Drakenstein mountains, browse through the extensive gift 

selection at our Boutique Shop and enjoy the beauty and 

diversity of this amazing facility.



Stay at Ashia

Luxurious guest accommodation is available for 
those seeking to explore the sanctuary at 
a more leisurely pace. 

Four spacious suites  offer sumptuous comfort in relaxed 

surroundings, each en-suite with a fully equipped kitchenette. 

Included in every stay is a daily continental breakfast served in 

the Café overlooking the cheetah camps and the Drakenstein 

mountains; a Sanctuary Tour in the morning or afternoon, 

according to the seasonal schedule and weather permitting,

and full access to explore the sanctuary. However, for your 

safety, this excludes access to any animal enclosures. 

Spend a Working Holiday at Ashia

Stay in a luxurious guest accommodation or in one 

of our modern and spacious Working Holiday Cottages. 

Participate in the usual daily volunteer duties and social 

activities whenever you wish. Your days can be spent 

working or relaxing at the sanctuary or exploring the 

nearby area or Cape Town. Local attractions include 

world-class golf courses, leading wine estates, local 

eateries, shops, galleries and cultural hot spots.





Volunteer Program

Volunteer Accommodation

The beautifully designed volunteer house is situated within the sanctuary with a view

 onto leopard and cheetah camps, orchards and the impressive Drakenstein Mountains. 

Able to accommodate up to 12 volunteers at a time (in single or sharing rooms), it includes 

a large central living area with a shared kitchen, lounge room, TV, dining room, braai and outdoor 

deck. Your home away from home!  Please refer to our website for further information.

Make memories, meet friends and support our cause

At the sanctuary in Paarl, local and international volunteers work alongside our family of experienced and knowledgeable 
staff, providing a life-changing opportunity for a wide-ranging experience with Africa’s most endangered big cat. 

Live Your Conservation Dream - Ashia Cheetah Conservation NPC’s Breeding, Wilding & Release Program 

Be part of our Wilding & Release Program! Work alongside reserve staff and gain a once in a life-time conservation experience. 
Working side by side with staff at Ashia initially will ensure the necessary training and experience before starting the volunteering time 
at selected South African game reserves. Volunteers will either assist in accompanying the cheetah to the reserve, help with their 
settling in during the initial boma periods or later, monitor their movements, behaviour and hunting successes. 

Enjoy the Western Cape Area!

A host of fun activities abound to reward yourself with after a productive day, including two days off a week to explore the area 
as you wish. Visit the local towns of Paarl, Franschhoek or Stellenbosch and dine at their trendy restaurants and bars, try your fishing 
fortune or just cool your feet at our water dam while watching the sunset, sample local wines, hike around the nearby mountain 
ranges or relax at the beach and discover the vibrant city of Cape Town. 

Whether on a university break, a journey of self-discovery, or just in need of a change - we have a volunteer program to suit you. 
All volunteers must be 18 years or older.



 

Other Opportunities

Research Projects

Ashia supports ethical research projects and studies in the fields of cheetah 

conservation, animal husbandry, behaviour and health. We encourage students 

to explore research options with us, whether for data collection or qualitative 

studies. Experienced staff members offer guidance and assistance to 

students conducting research projects. 

Internships and Placements 

Ashia can accommodate undergraduates, as well as students in their final year, 

from a wide variety of courses and backgrounds within animal and conservation 

environments. Additionally, Ashia offers in-house internships in animal and conservation 

related disciplines. Interns will be mentored and supervised by our experienced staff. 

Working Holidays

We realise that not everyone can take long periods off work or away from their 

studies and families, making a working holiday ideal. Days are flexible and can be 

spent working or relaxing at the sanctuary, exploring the Cape area, or spending time 

peacefully overseeing our resident cheetahs. Guests are welcome to choose between 

accommodation in our fully renovated working holiday cottages (two bedrooms, 

seating area, bathroom and kitchenette) or in our luxurious guest apartments which 

offer more privacy (seating area, 1 or 2 bedrooms, bathroom and kitchenette).



Open Tuesdays – Sundays

No children under 16 years allowed

around any cheetah areas

Ashia

633 Eben Farm Sonstraal Road

Paarl,  Western Cape

T    +27 (0) 72 956 3282

E    enquiries@ashia.co.za

       volunteers@ashia.co.za

W    www.ashia.co.za

                    @ashiacheetahsanctuary

                    @Ashiacheetahconservation                

                    @ashia_cheetah_conservation

                   Ashia


